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From Hegemony to Multipolarity: How Post-Cold War U.S. Foreign Policy Towards Russia Is
Creating a Modern Eurasia

By Adeyinka Makinde, March 22, 2023

The present conflict between Russia and Ukraine is arguably the culmination of the foreign
policy pursued by the United States of America since the ending of its ideological Cold War
with the Soviet Union.

California Farmers: “We’ve Lost Everything” – $ Billions of Food Lost in Floods in State that
Produces Half of America’s Agriculture

By Brian Shilhavy, March 23, 2023

The emphasis today is still  on saving people’s lives as the rain and flooding continue, and
nobody knows yet what the final  damages will  be to America’s richest  farmlands and how
that will impact food security in the United States, and the nation’s already fragile economy.
Almost half of California’s agricultural products are exported to other countries.

“Market Socialism” and the Destruction of the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia

By Dr. Vladislav B. Sotirović, March 22, 2023

It will pass 33 years since the first post-WWII “democratic and multiparty” elections in all six
Yugoslav republics in 1990. Next year, however, not only that this country did not exist
anymore but the Yugoslavs have been faced with a civil war as a result of the post-Cold War
“democratization process”.
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‘Smart’ Masks for Cows? Bill Gates Invests $4.7 Million in Data-Collecting “Faceware for
Livestock”

By Dr. Suzanne Burdick, March 22, 2023

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation this month awarded a $4.8 million grant to a company
that sells “smart” face masks for cows. ZELP, which stands for Zero Emissions Livestock
Project,  claims  its  artificial  intelligence  (AI)  mask  technology  for  livestock  will  reduce
methane emissions — considered to be a main greenhouse gas — and curb climate change.

For Second Time, US Seeks to Sabotage a Russo-Ukraine Negotiated Peace

By Walt Zlotow, March 22, 2023

A year ago when NATO member Turkey neared a 15 point negotiated settlement, the US
and UK each sent  a top official  to  Kyiv not  to request,  but  demand that  Ukraine President
Zelensky  walk  away  to  keep  fighting.  That  grotesque  demand  led  to  over  100,000
unnecessary Ukraine deaths over the next year. A third of the Ukraine economy vanished.
Six million left Ukraine and another six million relocated.

Forever Wars vs. Armageddon

By Ann Garrison, March 22, 2023

While the world’s attention is focused on the US proxy war with Russia in Ukraine, 900 US
troops continue to occupy Syria, as they have since 2017 , and 2,000 remain stationed in
Iraq, 20 years after the US attacked, overthrew its government, and hung its president.
Around 500 have been in Somalia since Biden redeployed them in June 2022.

The Lord of Chaos. “The Politicians Who Lied to Us Extinguished Millions of Lives”. Chris
Hedges

By Chris Hedges, March 22, 2023

The politicians and shills in the media who orchestrated 20 years of military debacles in the
Middle East, and who seek a world dominated by U.S. power, must be held accountable for
their crimes.

When Will We Profess the Unity of the Human Race?
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By Dr. Rudolf Hänsel, March 22, 2023

It  is  becoming  increasingly  difficult  to  find  one’s  way  through  the  jungle  of  lies  and  half-
truths. More and more contemporaries therefore do not want to hear anything more from
politicians. Personally, the alternative media keep me “afloat” because they still “pay tribute
to the truth” due to their independence from government.

Georgia College Student on Life Support with Brain Bleed After Trip to Mexico. Just Like Brain
Aneurysms,  AVMs  Are  Also  at  Risk  for  Rupture  &  Bleed  from  Pfizer  &  Moderna  COVID-19
mRNA Vaccines

By Dr. William Makis, March 22, 2023

Liza Burke, a UGA senior, was in Cabo San Lucas with a “big group of friends” for her “last
spring break” when, on March 10, she complained of a headache at breakfast. “A few hours
later, her friends called the doctor because they couldn’t wake her. She was immediately
rushed to the hospital where she was diagnosed with Arteriovenous malformation (AVM)
which cause her brain to hemorrhage.”

Transition from Year 1 B.C. (Before Corona). Secrecy and the New Zealand Government in
the “Year of Our Democide”

By Dr. Emanuel Garcia, March 22, 2023

In the year 1 B.C. (Before Corona), we here in New Zealand were getting along rather well.
Despite the exorbitant cost of food and housing, the majestic and available beauty of the
physical country gave us  immeasurable comfort. Our government, we thought, might not
have  been  the  most  efficient  one  in  the  world,  nor  the  one  most  populated  with  high
intelligence, but it seemed to make an effort to represent its citizenry and to provide basic
services.
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